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Prologue 

  

In 1914, the United States was not so far from the early years of the republic. There were men still 
living whose fathers had known Jefferson and John Adams and had been acquainted with Longfellow. 
In prairie towns, women remembered the day Ralph Waldo Emerson had alighted from the train to 
talk to the local Chautauqua. There were thousands of men still alive who had fought under Stonewall 
Jackson at Chancellorsville or had stood with George Thomas at Chickamauga, even a few veterans 
who had marched with Winfield Scott on the Halls of Montezuma. A small company of loyal 
Democrats who voted for Woodrow Wilson in 1912 had cast their first ballots for Martin Van Buren 
or James K. Polk. Blacks walked the streets of Savannah and Charleston who had been born in slavery. 

In railroad towns strung along the Burlington or the Great Northern, men sat in the sun who had 
fought the Nez Percés or the Sioux, who had scouted with Kit Carson and traded with Jim Bridger. In 
the Nevada hills, miners with picks and burros still prospected for gold and silver; the last great strike 
had been made just eleven years before. Much of the land west of the Missouri was yet to be 
homesteaded. Arizona and New Mexico had been states for only two years. On the edge of modern, 
prosperous western towns, tribes of Indians still pitched their tents. 

Only eighteen years later, when 1932 rolled around, it seemed an aeon since the days of the 
nineteenth century. The task of industrialization had been essentially completed. Machines had 
replaced the old artisans; there were few coopers, blacksmiths, or cobblers left. The livery stable had 
been torn down to make way for the filling station. Technology had revolutionized the farm. In 1918, 
there were 80,000 tractors; in 1929, 850,000. The Old West had disappeared; ranchers were even 
concerned for a time lest they lose their cowhands to movie westerns. The empire builders like James 
J. Hill were gone. 

Life seemed to have lost a good deal of its earlier intimacy and pungency. It was proverbial that the 
apartment-house dweller did not know his neighbor. The Horace Greeley tradition of the crusading 
journalist was all but ended; readers had no idea who edited their magazines or newspapers. The 
aspiring attorney no longer read law in the office. The social worker ministered to the town drunkard. 
No one listened to the village atheist. The schoolmaster held a diploma from Teachers College. 

The depression destroyed the Chautauqua, but it could scarcely have survived the competition of 
the radio and the movies in any event. “Now the players do not come to the towns,” wrote Sherwood 
Anderson in 1932. “They are in Los Angeles. We see but the shadows of players. We listen to the 
shadows of voices. Even the politicians do not come to us now. They stay in the city and talk to us on 
the radio.” 
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In 1914, the Progressive movement was at its height. Americans believed that by adopting 
institutional changes—the direct primary, the short ballot, the recall—political life might be made 
over. There was no scourge that would not eventually yield to reason and goodness, they thought. 
When the reformers crusaded—against the city machine, the sweatshop employer, the traction 
magnate—they could identify the enemies they were fighting. In 1932, Americans no longer had the 
same sense of confidence either in themselves or in the efficacy of reform. Nor did they believe evil 
would be so easily routed. 

So, too, social authority became diffused. Each American town of 1914 had its old families and 
church elders who fixed the social standards. Parents were confident enforcers of the moral code. By 
1932, much of this sense of authority was gone. Save in rural outposts and in ethnic enclaves, the 
church had lost some of its hold. “We haven’t enough religion among us,” one man grumbled,  “to get 
up a good church fight.” Parents were no longer certain they knew how to raise their children. The 
old arbiters—the Newport aristocracy, the town gentry—were ignored. Although boxing bouts had 
once been staged on offshore barges to avoid the police, by 1932 it had become a mark of social 
acceptance to hold a ringside seat at a championship match. The old family restaurants like Shanley’s 
and Rector’s vanished, and night spots such as Texas Guinan’s took their place. 

In retrospect, the years before World War I seemed like a lost Arcadia. Men and women 
remembered county fairs and church socials, spelling bees and sleigh rides, the excitement of the 
circus train or the wild dash of firehorses from the station house, the cool smell of an ice cream parlor 
and the warm fragrance of roasted chestnuts. They recalled the sound of peanut whistles and the 
hurdy-gurdy, the clang of the trolley, the cry of the carnival pitchman, the oompah of the military 
band on a summer evening, the clatter of victorias and sulkies, the shouts of children playing 
blindman’s bluff and run-sheep-run. They remembered people: the paper boy with his off-key whistle, 
the brawny iceman sauntering up the walk with his five-cent cake of ice, the black stable boys, the 
printers and devils in newspaper offices, Mark Twain on the streets of Hartford in a creamwhite suit. 
They recollected general stores: the bolts of calico and muslin, the jars of cinnamon and gunpowder 
tea, bins of dried peaches and cornmeal, kegs of mackerel, canisters of striped candy. From the 
vantage point of 1932, it seemed as though they had danced endlessly at tango teas and strummed 
mandolins every evening. 

Each age seems to the next an era of matchless innocence and simplicity. By 1932, the prewar years 
had taken on a luminescence that they did not wholly have at the time. Perhaps this was because the 
reminiscences were written mostly by the sons of the secure and relatively prosperous middle class. 
Actually, in the great cities before the war lived people who knew nothing of elm-lined streets, 
midsummer lawn parties, or gay cotillions. When the Children’s Bureau, founded in 1912, began to 
examine American society, it discovered that a quarter of a million babies were dying each year. The 
United States had the highest maternal death rate of any “civilized” country in the world. Even in the 
times of plenty, millions lived in brutal poverty. Though America venerated the Declaration of 
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Independence, it denied equality to blacks, to Native Americans, to Hispanic Americans, to recent 
arrivals from southern and eastern Europe, and to women. 

In 1914, the United States was far from being a bucolic pre-machine culture. For more than a 
century, textile mills had drawn young people from Merrimack farms to the looms. Well before the 
Civil War, iron forges and foundries had dotted the countryside. Since the war, especially since the 
1880s, America had been industrializing at a rapid pace, and with industrialization had come a raft of 
problems—noisome slums, unassimilated immigrants, and class animosity. From the time of the great 
railway strikes of 1877, America had known considerable industrial violence. In 1914, in Ludlow, 
Colorado, the militia and mine guards machine-gunned a tent colony of strikers, burning to death a 
number of women and children. Although America was still, in many ways, remarkably provincial, the 
tradition of isolation from foreign affairs had been eroded by the imperialist surge of the 1890s and 
the Spanish-American War. 

Yet America had still not been made over by the machine in 1914. Technology had not invaded the 
home. Only a small percentage of families even owned telephones. Technology was not awesome—it 
suggested Josephine and the flying machine, the Wrights’ frail crate, the Singer sewing machine, and 
the Victrola. The scientific heroes of the age, Thomas Edison and Luther Burbank, could be likened to 
early inventors like Benjamin Franklin. Robert Fulton had been honored at a gigantic celebration five 
years before. Automobiles were still mired in rural roads, and RFD mail carriers even had to ford 
streams. Just a few years before, Teddy Roosevelt, after taking a short automobile jaunt, had been 
commended for his “characteristic courage.” 

Though the country had experienced severe dislocation, many Americans, especially the old-stock 
gentry of the small towns, felt secure and serene. The world they experienced was comprehensible. 
The people they saw were people they knew. Men spoke without embarrassment of their love of the 
flag; celebrated Memorial Day and the “old-time Fourth”; and could still declaim Webster’s reply to 
Hayne. With the Atlantic secured by British friendship and British power, it seemed in 1914 that the 
United States could have all the advantages of prosperity and power and none of the disadvantages. 

But it was impossible for Americans to keep their Arcady. By 1914, the course of industrialization 
and urbanization had gone too far. In 1909, Taft rode to the inauguration on Capitol Hill in a horse 
and carriage; in 1913, Wilson traveled in an automobile. The assault on the decorum of nineteenth-
century America was already far advanced before the 1920s. In 1907, girls had sung, “I’d rather two-
step than waltz, Bill,” but by 1914, ragtime had replaced the two-step. Hollywood was well along the 
road “from the long chase to the chaise longue.” As early as the 1890s, Stephen Crane, Frank Norris, 
and Theodore Dreiser had been writing in a naturalistic vein. Beneath the complacency of the age lay 
a grave disquiet. “We are unsettled to the very roots of our being,” wrote Walter Lippmann in 1914. 
“There isn’t a human relation, whether of parent and child, husband and wife, worker and employer, 
that doesn’t move in a strange situation.” 
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In the years from 1914 to 1932, intellectuals led an assault on the groups which had traditionally 
exercised moral authority, and not without reason. Even for the middle class, 1914 scarcely 
represented Paradise Lost. Lives were much more sharply circumscribed than they were to be in 
1932, and the rigid morality of the time produced a great deal of cant and not a little cruelty. Over 
the life of all classes, especially in the areas of rural Protestantism, hung the pall of Puritanism, “the 
haunting fear,” as H. L. Mencken wrote, “that someone, somewhere, may be happy.” By 1932, the 
nation no longer had the same reverence for the old folkways, and it was determined to free itself 
from the harsh imperatives of religious asceticism. 

During these same years, the city contested the supremacy of rural, small-town America. The city 
represented a challenge for economic power: the determination of finance capitalism to regain the 
political preeminence that had been pared away in the Progressive era. The city threatened to disrupt 
class stability through the drive by unskilled labor to form industrial unions. The city imperilled the 
hierarchy of social status through the clamor of new immigrant groups for acceptance. Most of all, the 
older America was alarmed by the mores of the metropolis. The city represented everything—
Europe, Wall Street, religious skepticism, political radicalism, sophistication, intellectual arrogance—
that prewar America most feared. 

The assault on the authority of the older America would have created severe problems in the best 
of times; the experience of World War I made matters worse. It would have been better, observed 
Oswald Garrison Villard, if the lives of the soldiers had been taken “in cold blood on Broadway.” The 
war and its aftermath killed much of the humanistic, cosmopolitan spirit of 1914. It reinforced the 
conviction that evil came from outside America and from alien sources within, and evil became 
identified with the groups demanding change. The war destroyed much of the traditional confidence 
in the ability of American society to assimilate all manner of men. By the time the country had gone 
through the bruising experience of the war, the League fight, and the Red Scare, it had lost much of 
the equipoise of the prewar Age of Confidence. 

At the very moment when the country was confronting attacks on traditional standards, the United 
States was plunged into the responsibilities of becoming the world’s greatest power. Never did a 
nation accept authority more reluctantly. Unlike Elizabethan England after the Armada, the United 
States experienced no thrill in new-found might. The country did not want to abandon its isolation, 
and the disruption of Europe by the war did not make involvement in Continental politics any more 
inviting. “If I had influence at the United States Treasury,” wrote the British economist John Maynard 
Keynes, “I would not lend a penny to a single one of the present governments of Europe.” Even more 
important, a century of tranquillity had taught the country that it was safe from the threat of foreign 
invasion and that it need have no concern with the disorders of Europe or Asia. 

By the end of the Harding era, some of the wounds of wartime had healed, and the country could 
turn to the more exciting spectacle of the boom economy. Prosperity held the promise not merely of 
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personal gain but of eliminating poverty, spreading knowledge, making American society more 
urbane, and resolving class bitterness. The country was infused with a benevolent materialism. 

But prosperity held perils of its own. It served to justify investing enormous political and social 
power in a business class with little tradition of leadership. It placed economic primacy in the hands of 
a country unprepared to guide world trade. It made money the measure of man. High above New 
York’s Columbus Circle, a huge electric sign blinked: “You should have $10,000 at the age of 30; 
$25,000 at the age of 40; $50,000 at 50.” Prosperity fostered a shallow view of the universe, a 
desiccated religion typified by the vulgar Aimee Semple McPherson, billed as “the world’s most 
pulchritudinous evangelist.” It undermined facets of the American character that had developed under 
an economy of scarcity; in particular, it encouraged an anxious concern for social approbation. 
Certain that prosperity would endure forever, the architects of the New Era assumed that they had 
achieved a far more equable division of wealth, a sounder economy, and greater prescience than, in 
fact, they had. They ignored the rotten beams in the economic structure. In 1929, everything toppled. 

The failures of the period are easier to see than its achievements, but the achievements also deserve 
attention. The economy, for all its shortcomings, did improve the lot of millions of people. The 
creativity in literature and in the arts was extraordinary. Writers of marriage manuals in the 1920s 
took for granted that women, too, enjoyed sex and that sexual pleasure was one of the chief 
components of wedded bliss. Furthermore, women, thanks to the suffrage amendment, were able to 
participate in politics more freely than ever before. And on university campuses and in settlement 
houses, reformers were nurturing the ideas that were to see fruition in the New Deal. 

It was an age of shameful persecution of minorities when white-hooded men rode into the night to 
impose their will on victims of a different race or religion, but it was a time of gain too. Many people 
became more outspoken in their commitment to democracy and individual rights. The American Civil 
Liberties Union was formed; John Collier and others halted an attempt to grab land from the 
Pueblos; and the Supreme Court, at long last, began to incorporate the Bill of Rights in the 
Fourteenth Amendment. When Al Smith was assailed as a Catholic in the 1928 campaign, non-
Catholics answered the canards. When Henry Ford’s Dearborn Independent launched a campaign of 
anti-Semitism in 1920—among other inanities, it alleged that Benedict Arnold had committed 
treason as an agent of a “Jewish front”—121 distinguished non-Jews, including President Wilson, 
former President Taft, Archbishop Hayes, and William Jennings Bryan, signed a letter of protest to 
Ford. 

Through the decade, the United States moved quietly away from the rigid isolationism of 1920. By 
1930, the United States had participated in more than forty League conferences, and by the following 
year, there were five permanent American officials in Geneva. Senator Borah charged, with some 
truth, that the country was entering the League by the back door. The Wilsonian crusade the country 
was entering the League by the back door. The Wilsonian crusade produced a small corps of men—
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Wilson’s Secretary of War, Newton D. Baker, for example—who had a sense of religious consecration 
to the cause of internationalism. “The acceptance of a strange and perverse fate called upon me who 
loved the life of youth to come to your houses and ask you to give me your sons that I might send 
them into those deadly places,” Baker said. “I swore an obligation to the dead that in season and out, 
by day and by night, in church, in political meeting, in the marketplace, I intended to lift up my voice 
always and ever until their sacrifices were really perfected.” Some of Wilson’s chief Republican critics
—notably Elihu Root and Nicholas Murray Butler—swung around to defend Geneva and The Hague 
in Wilsonian terms. Although the internationalists achieved little tangible in the 1920s, they opened 
the way toward the expanded world role of a later era. 

The period brought a great deal that had been festering in the prewar years into the open. Much of 
it was ugly, but it had been no less ugly when it was concealed. For the first time, the United States 
came face to face with the swift pace of technological innovation and was confronted with the need to 
fashion instruments and attitudes appropriate to an economy of abundance. It was forced to do so at a 
time of terribly rapid change (Stieglitz remarked that there was a new generation every five years). It 
had to bridge the enormous gap between the boyhood of Booth Tarkington’s Penrod (1914) and James 
T. Farrell’s Young Lonigan (1932). The generation of 1914–32 did not invent the problems with which 
it had to deal—it would have preferred to ignore them. Its success was less than complete, but this 
was the first serious attempt of Americans to make their peace with the twentieth century. 


